Indecomposable representations of certain commutative quivers P-IAI. Donovan and M.-R. Freislich
This paper gives a detailed classification of the indecomposable representations of one non-trivial "commutative quiver", gives brief details of certain generalisations, and uses methods likely to be more widely applicable.
Throughout this paper K denotes a field whilst all modules are left modules of finite dimension over K . The indecomposable modules are classified for the two ^-algebras whose presentations follow. In both cases {e , e , e_, e, , e_, zA denotes a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents whilst a generator \j). . is understood to satisfy I'd t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p i| > . . = £.\ji..c.
: Section 1 contains a discussion of two functors, the first of which establishes a virtual equivalence between the above two classification problems and the second of which simplifies the latter problem. Section 2 briefly describes the matrix regress method of Nazarova and Roiter which is used in Sections 4 and 5. Section 3 gives the classification of indecomposable lt-subspace systems. Section 4 gives a direct determination of the indecomposable i? 2 -modules whilst Section 5 gives an alternative approach more suitable for the construction of canonical forms. The quadratic form phenomenon of [3] is discussed in Section 6. 
T h e functors used in the classification

Matrix regression
The Nazarova-Roiter regression method of [6] is briefly described here, and will be used later.
A regression scheme T consists of two finite linearly ordered sets R = {r^, ..., rji , C = {c^, ..., a} , and a symmetric relation p on their disjoint union which is such that for any x € R JJ_ C there is at most one y related to x .
A r-matrix is a block matrix whose block rows are parametrised in order by the set R' obtained from R by replacing each r. related tc the left by an invertible matrix entails multiplication of the corresponding column on the right by its inverse.
3. The analogues of 1, 2 (a) for columns.
The direct sum of two T-matrices is defined in the usual way, and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem applies. Nazarova and Roiter [6] have shown that the indecomposable ^-matrices are isomorphic either to a discrete canonical T-matrix, parametrized by combinatorial invariants independent of the field X , or to continuous canonical ^-matrices parametrized by combinatorial invariants and a monic irreducible polynomial. The proof is a complicated induction for all regression schemes simultaneously.
The four-subspace classification
Reference [5] is not widely available and it deals only with the case when the field K is algebraically closed. It may therefore be convenient to use Brenner's note [2] , which contains the general case including the extension to skew fields, and also gives other references. Indeed, the entire contents of this paper may be extended to the skew field case with only a few small formal changes.
The symbol A refers to an element of K in the case when the field is algebraically closed. This is equivalent to a linear monic polynomial:
in general the symbol refers to an arbitrary monic irreducible polynomial.
The classification of U-subspace systems obtained by Gelfand and Ponomarev in [5] On pages 22, 23 there is a complete list of the isomorphism types of indecomposable U-subspace systems that will be needed. The dimension of a system is the quintuple (dim V , ..., dim 7 ) .
The dimension of a non-trivial intersection is always 1 . With the exception of S{2n, 0, X) , in each case the system is characterised by its dimension and non-trivial intersections. Gelfand and Ponomarev [5] give bases for the spaces that can be used to calculate the homomorphisms of any system into any other, as also does Brenner [2] . Some information about homomorphisms is needed in Section 5, and is recorded there.
The representation type of i?«
It is logically redundant to discuss the representation type of R-,
given that Section 5 describes the construction of the indecomposable i?_-modules in the image of the functor $ . Nevertheless, a discussion is given here, on the grounds that the method of obtaining regression schemes to classify i? 2~m odules directly may be of some interest.
Let N be any positive integer, and M an i? 2 -module whose U-subspace submodule has indecomposable summands whose components in Mĥ ave dimension at most 2N . Any direct summand of the U-subspace Notation -, -1) , -1)
, 0) Dimension (n, n, n*-l, n, 2rr+l) («, n, n, n+1, 2n+l) (n, n+1, n+1, n+1, 2n+2) (n+1, n, n+1, n+1, 2n+2) (n, n, n, n, 2n) (n, n, n, n, 2n) (n, n, n, n, 2n) (n, n, n, w, 2n) (n, n, w, n, 2n) (n, n, n, n, 2n) (n, n, n, n, 2n) (n+1, n+1, n, n, 2n+l) There are inclusions as follows: where the rows and columns of a are grouped and ordered so that Note that M € J? requires that the blocks corresponding to r , r_, 2* must have rank equal to the number of rows they contain.
Construction of indecomposable modules
The canonical forms for the matrices a that produce indecomposable modules in .£ are thus obtainable from the rules given by Nazarova and to columns and the last two to rows, and that, in the case of 3-subspace systems, an appropriate subspace is zero. The type's that occur are then S.Am, 0}, U, j} = {1, 3>, {1, k}, {2, 3>, {2, h} ; 13 S(2n, 0, X) ; S 1 2 (2n, 0) ; S^a i + l , -l ) , ^( 2 n + l , -l ) ;
New constructions index new block rows and/or columns if and only if they continue to have distinguished quotients generated by elements of ker a or distinguished submodules generated by elements of coker a n ker y n ker Yo > a n d t n e dimensions of these two subspaces 
